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G The BG News
Tuesday, September 29, 1992

Bowling Green, Ohio

//

Spirit of America" has rolled on

University student jailed Saturday for making
"threats" about harming commander in chief
by Eileen McNamara
police reporter
Windbreaker weather:
Today, mostly sunny, but
cool. High 55 to 60. Northwest winds 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight, clear and cold with
scattered frost. Low in the
mid-30s. Wednesday, mostly
sunny. High 60 to 65.

Inside The News
The wall of a downtown
building may provide the
canvas for a colorful mural
if a city organization can
convert its plans into action.
At a recent meeting, the
Community Art Team discussed wall murals and
other art-related activities
as ways to enhance the city's
aesthetic appeal.
-i See page four.

Outside Campus
Waging wan
CINCINNATI ~ A union
representing about 1,200 office employees at the University of Cincinnati went
on strike Monday over
wages and health care issues after negotiators failed
to reach agreement during
the weekend.
Members of Service Employees International Union
District 925 set up picket
lines on campus in the morning.
Both sides were to meet
with federal mediator Louis
Manchise later Monday.
Apologetic Congress:
HOLLY, Mich. -- President
Bush signed legislation
Sunday increasing the
amount of money available
to compensate JapaneseAmericans interned or relocated during World War II.
Congress apologized for
the action in 1988 and
passed a law that the individuals who were interned
or relocated should be paid
damages. More than 25,000
people have received
$20,000 grants under that
law.
The measure signed by
Bush on Sunday increases
the amount in the initial
fund by $400 million and
makes a number of technical changes that the president said in a statement
"will help to ensure fair
treatment of claimants and
smooth administration of
this program.
"No monetary payments
can ever fully compensate
loyal Japanese Americans
for one of the darkest incidents in American constitutional history," the president said. "We must do everything possible to ensure
that such a grave wrong is
never repeated."

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Monday night's Ohio Lottery
selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 9-5-5
Pick 4 Numbers: 9-7-9-5
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$12 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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A 25-year-old University
student was incarcerated in the
Wood County Justice Center
early Saturday morning after
allegedly threatening to kill
President Bush with a pipe
bomb during the train rally
scheduled for that afternoon.
Police said the man was
overheard making the threat at
Taco Bell, 320 E. Wooster St.,
while he was intoxicated.
Sophomore radio-televisionfilm major Terry L. Newell,
818 Seventh St. #9, was arrested for disorderly conduct
while intoxicated and with persistence. He was interrogated
by both Bowling Green police

Perot to
make race
decision
Thursday

and the Secret Service before
being taken to the Wood
County Justice Center and
posting $250 bond.
"It was a really bad joke that
went too far," Newell said. "We
were just sitting in Taco Bell
and joking around [about the
president's visit] and I said
'Yeah, I'm going to assassinate
him when he comes in' and the
cop overheard it and took it seriously."
The security guards, one an
auxilary officer of the Wood
County Sheriff's Office and the
other a corrections officer at
the Wood County Justice
Center, could not be reached
for comment.
Newell said the Secret Service did a thorough background check, including check-

ing his records, interviewing
his friends at his apartment
and intensely interrogating
him.
"They were asking me questions like 'Have you ever
thought about [killing the
president] before,' and things
like that," he said. "But I was
just making a bad joke - I had
absolutely no intention of killing anyone."
Police said Newell said he
would not be present at the rally.
"When he sobered up, he
promised he wouldn't show up
there," Police Chief Galen Ash
said.
"I guess I did say that, but I
don't remember," Newell said.
See Threat, page three.

Governor Voinovich absent from
Bowling Green campaignrallydue
to exhaustion from overseas travel
by Chris Hawley
local government reporter
Representatives of Gov.
George Voinovich said he canceled plans to accompany President George Bush to Bowling
Green on "The Spirit of America" because he
was tired after
returning from
a trade visit in
Southeast Asia.
Jenny
Camper, deputy communications director for the governor, said it
Voinovich
"was really no
surprise" the governor left the
train after accompanying Bush
at the Marysville and Arlington

campaign stops.
"If he hadn't just gotten off a
25-hour flight I'm sure he would
have gone on to Bowling Green,"
she said.
Bill Wolfson, Voinovich's press
secretary, said the governor was
experiencing jet lag on Saturday
and added he did not know when
Voinovich decided to cancel the
visit, which was confirmed by his
office Wednesday.
"I'm surprised he got as far as
he did," Wolfson said.
Democratic officials accused
Voinovich of leaving the campaign entourage because of fears
his reception would hurt the success of a Bush rally.
"I would attribute it to the fact
that he would face a hostile
crowd because of his massive
See Voinovich, page four.

Just Charge It!

by John King
The Associated Press
DALLAS - Ross Perot said
Monday there was "a lot of commonality" between his economic
views and Bill Clinton's as the
Democrat and President Bush
made unprecedented overtures
to win the support of the Texas
billionaire and his followers.
Perot said he would decide
Thursday whether to enter the
presidential race for the final
month, insisting the answer
rested with the supporters who
placed his name on the ballot in
all 50 states.
State leaders of the Perot
movement assembled in Dallas
on Monday to hear presentations
from both the Clinton and Bush
campaigns. On their return
home, they planned to poll Perot
supporters on whether the Texan
should run, throw his support to

Under the direction of Stephen Bernstein, junior administration
major Robin Schierling signs a slip to charge the cost of a homecoming shirt and mug to her bursar bill Monday afternoon. Bern-

stein, who is chairman of the homecoming public relations committee, said sale of the Items will continue outside of the Education
Building until Homecoming on Oct 10.

See Perot, page four.

recommends charges
Clinton's deficit Audit
Investigators debate possible conflicts of interest
solution gradual
The Associated Press

by Steven Komarow
The Associated Press
BALTIC, S.D. - Bill Clinton says he wants to reduce the federal budget deficit, but not too quickly.
The Arkansas governor has vowed to reduce the federal deficit by half over the next four years -- a pace not satisfactory to
some critics of federal red ink, including Ross Perot.
"It's time to face the deficit by cutting inessential spending,
reducing defense where we can and asking the wealthiest Americans to pay their fair share," he said Sunday, on the eve of
meetings between his top advisers and Perot in Dallas.
. President Bush was also sending a delegation to the Perot
camp, and Clinton said he remained confident his position would
win favor with followers of the Texas billionaire.
"If you compare Perot's plan to mine and to Bush's, he's much
closer to me than he is to Bush" on a wide range of issues, Clinton said. But on reducing the deficit, he said he didn't favor the
more aggressive measures backed by some.
At the final rally of the weekend, on a blustery outdoor (tags
In South Dakota, Clinton said: "We didn't get into this mess
overnight, and we won't get out of it" quickly.
The budget deficit is expected to be around $340 billion next
year. Bush supported a failed constitutional amendment this
year that would have required a balanced budget -- although he's
never submitted a balanced budget to Congress. Even if the
amendment had been approved, It would not have become effective until after 1997 at the earliest.
Clinton spent the weekend with a series of visits to mostly
small states, at least when it comes to electoral votes, including
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Iowa and South Dakota.
After spending today at his campaign base in Little Rock, the
Arkansas governor was heading out with an ambitious schedule
through some of the states where Bush's campaign has been
working hard to catch up.

TOLEDO - The Lucas County
prosecutor's office should investigate whether charges
should be filed against officials
of the county's defunct emergency medical services agency, a
special audit said Monday.
Lucas County Treasurer Ray
Kest and Auditor David Lewandowski said they have completed
an audit of the Regional Emergency Medical Services of
Northwest Ohio.
The audit was started three
months ago in the wake of allegations that Lowell Joy, the former
president, misused $350,000 of
agency money.
Kest said the audit uncovered
conflicts of interest involving
several agency officials, including Jim Holzemer, a former
board member and president of
the county commissioners.
The audit questions why a
company in which Holzemer was
a partner - Armstrong Mechanical - was given a contract to help
the agency. Holzemer has given
up his partnership with the company.
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza has
said it does not appear there was
a conflict of interest in that instance. Pizza and Holzemer are
Democrats.
But Kest, also a Democrat, dis-

"[Hauman] was enriching himself by being a decision maker
at REMSNO and that's a violation of the Ohio revised code."

Ray Kest, Lucas County treasurer
agreed, saying he didn't want to
be accused of "covering something up." Lewandowski is a Republican.
The agency's former executive
director, Robert Hauman, was
cited for two potential conflicts.
One of his companies did extensive consulting work for the
agency, and the agency's board
ran up large food and bar bills at
Hauman's restaurant.
"He was enriching himself by
being a decision maker at REMSNO and that's a violation of the
Ohio revised code," Kest said of
Hauman's actions.
The agency's former operations manager, John Mason, was
cited for hiring his son to do
minor work around the office.
Mason was the city's former
police chief.
The audit paints a picture of an
agency headed by an executive
committee - namely Joy and
Hauman - "that wanted little internal control or external oversight."
It also criticized the agency's
sloppy accounting and bookkeeping practices.

Joy, 62, of Port Clinton, has
been charged with two counts of
aggravated theft. If convicted,
Joy faces a possible sentence of
two to 15 years in prison and
$7,500 in fines.
Joy has denied any wrongdoing. His lawyer, Jerome Phillips,
said the agency loaned his client
the money.
Pizza said the $350,000 was
missing from an agency bank account.
The prosecutor said the money
was withdrawn at the request of
Joy, who told Mason in January
to write a check for the money.
He said Joy told Mason that he
would deposit the money in a
bank in the Marblehead area to
take advantage of a higher interest rate.
The check was made out to one
of Joy's businesses.
The agency stopped operating
Jan. 1, two months after voters
rejected a 1.1-mill operating levy
that would have kept the private,
non-profit service in business.
The levy would have generated
about $5 million a year.
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Calcagno gag order not
necessary for 'fair trial'
\\/nen a football player is indicted
V Vfor three counts of rape in a college town, it's predictable there will be
a lot of talk; so, it's not surprising the
Mike Calcagno rape case drew immediate attention in the Bowling Green
community.
Calcagno, a former star linebacker
for the Falcon football team, is accused
of raping a female University student
in his apartment February 22. He is
charged by a Wood County grand jury
with rape, a first-degree felony, sexual
battery, a third-degree felony and gross
sexual imposition, a fourth-degree
felony.
About the time the grand jury decided to indict Calcagno, his defense attorney requested a gag order for the
case, thus keeping anyone involved
with the case from discussing it with
the media.
The main idea behind a gag order is to
keep prominent court cases from being
decided in the media, ensuring a fair
trial before an impartial jury.
The prosecuting and defense attorneys are citing the victim's privacy and
chances of getting a fair trial as justification for the gag. The reasons for the
gag order appear reasonable, on the
surface. The Calcagno case has
received some attention from the
media, in Toledo as well as Bowling
Green, and the cautiousness by the defense and the prosecution appears to be
a good move.
But compare the Calcagno gag order
when stacked up against the decisions
of other, equally - if not more - notorious cases in Wood County. The Calcagno decision smacks of one thing ~
overkill.
The March kidnapping, rape and
murder of 3-year-old Alex Leimgruber

is considered one of the most heinous
crimes in Bowling Green history, but no
gag order has been imposed on the
court case.
About six Sheriff's deputies were on
hand Friday at the pretrial of the accused murderer John Umbel and courtroom spectators had to pass through a
metal detector because of concern for
his safety in the high-profile case.
When Richard Fox was on trial in
1990 for the kidnapping and murder of
18-year-old Bowling Green resident
Leslie Keckler, the case was heavily
covered by the media in Northwest
Ohio. Most residents closely followed
many of the facts surrounding the case,
but Wood County officials were not
worried about finding sm impartial
jury. Fox is currently appealing his
death sentence for the second time. A
panel of appellate judges the first time
ruled that he'd had a fair trial - without
a gag order.
Although the Calcagno case has attracted some media attention, it certainly has not had the scrutiny of the
Umbel or Fox cases. Few articles have
appeared about Calcagno's case in
Wood County or in Toledo publications.
In fact, most of the stories about the
Calcagno case that have appeared have
dealt with the gag order and not the
case itself. Prosecuting attorney Gary
Bishop said the case seems to be getting
more media attention nowbecause of
the gag order, and added that the
request "kind of backfired."
Why were court officials so overly
cautious? There is no reason to silence
those involved with this case. There has
been little media attention on the upcoming trial - certainly less than other
high-profile cases like the Fox and Umbel murder trials.

Religious expression ridiculed
Society tries to replace Christian morality with own version
The BG News:
A 57-year-old grandmother is
handcuffed, strip-searched and
thrown into jail for the "crime"
of passing out religious tracts on
a public roadway across from a
high school. A high school student is told by school authorities
that he is not allowed to wear to
school any clothing that has Bible
scripture or a statement of religious belief written on it. Two
ministers are placed under
arrest for quietly praying and
reading their Bibles during a
court recess.
These things happened in a
■former Iron Curtain country,
right? No, believe it or not, these
injustices took place right here in
the United States, where religious freedom is supposed to be
protected by the Constitution!
Yes, our religious freedom has
taken quite a beating in recent
years. Sometimes individuals are
quietly robbed of their rights, as
above, while the law and others
rum their heads the other way,
but Just as disturbing to me is the
increase of open intolerance of
religion and morality in America.
It has become common and almost acceptable these days to
slander, misrepresent and scorn
anyone who has a strong
Judeo-Christian ethic and stands
op for what they believe. It
doesn't matter that the founders
of our nation held this same ethic
200 years ago, nor does it matter
that the founding documents of
this nation were written to incorporate this ethic and a belief in
God. Our religious heritage is being denied time and again as we

see religion prohibited in our
schools, scoffed at in our
government and challenged in
our public lives.
And what has happened to Dan
Quayle for taking a stand on
something he believes in? (Set
aside your personal perceptions
of him for a moment and just
think about the fact that we're
talking about a high-ranking
government official.) After
mockery and misunderstanding,
his picture resides on a floormat
used by the "Murphy Brown"
cast and crew, with the words,
"Please wipe your feet" underneath it. That's not respectful
disagreement, it's indecent and
disgraceful..
There is a special hostility
toward Christians in particular
because our beliefs require us to
be active In the affairs of the
world. Our opinions are renounced because they are religious opinions. My wife and I
can't even offer a civil rights argument against abortion (notice
no scripture was quoted, just the
Declaration of Independence we stand corrected) without being labeled religious ignoramuses.
Our Christian leaders are also
the victims of injustice. Pat
Robertson seems to be a favorite
target for one BG News columnist who likens him to Adolf
Hitler. Mr. Robertson is the man
under whose direction CBN and
Operation Blessing have extended compassion around the world
Food, clothing and medicine have
been supplied to over a million
people this year in countries in-

cluding Columbia, Yugoslavia, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Ukraine
and Zaire; 50,000 American children from poor families were
given new school clothes and
shoes they would not otherwise
have had; 333,000 victims of
Hurricane Andrew were helped;
thousands of victims of rape and
molestation and people who attempted suicide were counseled
free of charge; and on and on...
Boy, that doesn't sound an awful lot like Hitler to me! Granted,
some of Mr. Robertson's opinions
sound extreme, but to label him
"Hitler" is clearly slander and
misrepresentation!
Even God is not safe from
criticism. Those who see the
Christian view of God as unacceptable use His nature of love to
change His standard of morality
to fit their own. It's pitiful. They
cannot accept a God that is both
loving and intolerable of something the world sees as acceptable. Did they ever think that God
might have a higher standard
than the world?
In the end, society sees us as
bigots forcing our morality upon
it. What society fails to see is that
from our perspective, it Is the bigot trying to force a different
"morality" on us and our families. Neither wants to tolerate the
other and both will fight for their
beliefs, but that is the luxury of
democracy.
And the struggle will continue.
Daniel and Karen Green
Mathematics and early education

d&fi%

A note from the editor...
Don't like our views? Here's your chance to sound off
The News is not a political rally. We don't censor people on the
basis of their views.
Our opinion page is supposed
to represent a cross-section of
Bowling Green; to serve as a
forum for expressing different
ideas.
But good intentions don't always translate into good practice, and in all honesty, that's
what has happened with the columns in our newspaper. And we're going to make a change to solicit and represent the diversity
of ideas that has been left out of
our publication.
Our present columnists are
dedicated, hard-working and sincere people. They have strong
convictions, research their material and do their best to present
their arguments in an effective
manner. We appreciate the job
they do, and they will continue to
have a space in the newspaper to
air their views.
But most of our columnists are
heavily involved and/or interested in politics, and most of
them tilt toward the left of the
political spectrum. And therein
lies the problem.
Three other parties besides
liberal, politically oriented people are lacking representation in
the newspaper and deserve a
marketplace for their ideas.
These three groups are people

Jeremy Stone Weber

with conservative ideals, individuals with "middle-of-theroad" political philosophies and
those who are interested in other
topics besides politics.
They deserve more than letterto-the-editor space to air their
views. And to get it, we're going
to try something new. We want
you ~ the reader - to be our
newest columnists.
The setup is simple. The News
is going to publish ads regularly
letting readers know we are
seeking columns for a specific
topic. We will solicit opinions on
four topics a week - one subject
for each paper Tuesday through
Friday.
Anyone - students, faculty and
staff, city residents or just plain
opinionated people - is welcome
to submit columns.

Starting next week the opinion
editor will then select two columns that best represent opposing viewpoints on a particular
day's issue. We'll run them, along
with your photo, on page two of
the paper.
If you're at all interested in any
events happening on or off campus; locally, nationally or internationally; just do the following:
O Look for the ads defining the
subjects for the upcoming week.
We'll try to run them as often as
possible, starting Wednesday.
Just to give you a headstart,
though, the first topic for next
week is "Should there be a faculty union on campus?"
O Write a strong, concise opinion piece. We're not looking for
full-length essays here - 400 to
500 words is plenty.
O Bring it in to room 210 of
West Hall Mth a photo identification of yourself. If you prefer to
mail the letter, please include
your phone number so we can
verify the letter's origins.
That's it. That's how you can
become a columnist for The
News.
What are you doing still reading this? You've got some writing
to do.
Jeremy Stone Weber is editorin-chief of The News.

Wal-Mart not supporting community
Group believes hiring of non-local workers shows little concern for BG
The BG News:
It has come to my attention
that there is some misunderstanding of the purpose for the
Northwest Ohio Building Trades
representatives' visit to Bowling
Green City Council on July 20,
1992, regarding construction of
the Wal-Mart store in Bowling
Green.
Our purpose was not to ask
City Council to do something we
knew they couldn't but to make
the local community aware that
Wal-Mart was not using any local
residents to construct their store
in Bowling Green.
We had repeatedly raised these
same questions to both Wal-Mart
and Challenger Construction,

with little or no response or re- local economy a 12-puck at a
gard to the workers of the Wood time.
County area.
We have not made an issue of
All we have asked is that Walwhether the work force was Mart support the local communiunion or non-union, Republican ty with their construction jobs if
or Democrat, but whether the they expect the local community
work force was local people who to support them when their regispay property tax, support ters open.
schools, volunteer their services
Please remember: we are talkto community organizations, attend and support local churches ing about the jobs of your
and help keep Bowling Green a friends, neighbors and family.
good community to live and work You could be the next one to have
your job exported out of state for
in.
cheap labor.
Right now many of the people
working on the Wal-Mart conWilliam Booth
struction have been staying six to
Business representative
Carpenters L.U. 1581
a room and contributing to the

Correction —
In Friday's edition of The
News, the article "University
officials to help by teaching"
contained a discrepancy about

whether members of the administration are paid when teaching,
When members of the central
administration with faculty rank

teach courses, they teach on a
voluntary basis without compensation.

by Jim
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Speaker: Reform is improbable Program teaches
//

Democracy is not a part of the plan" for China's government

by Sharl L. Veleba
contributing reporter
Past adversities continue to act
as springboards of progress for
the Chinese people, but democracy is not a part of the plan, said
Chen Xiaolu, a guest of Fujlya
Kawashima's Asian History class
Friday at the University.
Chen, visiting the United
States courtesy of the Woodrow
Wilson Institute in Washington,
D.C., is a research fellow of the
Stock Exchange Executive
Center, part of the Economic Reform Committee of the state
council of China.
"I don't think there is much
chance of a democratic movement in the future," he said.
"People don't have the political
power. People still support the
Chinese government, and people
have become non-political."
Chen said he believes the Tiananmen Square incident put a stop
to all political reform and outlined a brief history of the People's Republic of China, formed
in 1949.

'1 don't think there is much chance ot a
democratic movement in the future [for
China! People don't have the political
power. People stil support the Chinese
government and people have become
non-political."
Chen Xiaolu, speaker
He said that the PRC united the
whole of China, except Taiwan,
and that China made great
achievements during the "FiveYear Plan" after the Korean War
- until Mao Tse-Tung tried to advance the country.
'Tragically, Chairman Mao unleashed the Great Leap Forward.
There was starvation, A lot of
people lost their lives," he said.
Today, however, Mao is considered a god in China, he said.
"Cab drivers keep Mao's picture in their cars and believe he
can prevent accidents," he said.
Then-chairman Deng Xiao
Ping established reforms in the
1970s that permitted a family in

the countryside to rent land and
make a profit from sales of products in a free market.
"If you produced more, you got
more income," Chen said.
Despite the ability to sell products in a free market, freedom of
speech is guarded in today's
China, he said. However, it is
considered acceptable to mention political views in a private
speech. Chen does not believe a
military person should express
political opinions. He said he
would lose his job if he were to
take a political stand against the
government in China
The fall of the Soviet Union
presents China with new busi-

ness strategies, he said, because
businesses can now deal directly
with the factories in Russia. The
Most Favored Nation status (with
the United States) also translates
into money for China, he said.
"If we would lose MFN [status]
we would lose $10 billion. Fortunately, we didn't [lose the status]," he said.
Human rights and trade should
be kept separate, Chen said.
'To use human rights as a cornerstone [to trade] is not fair; we
have a different culture," Chen
said.
Each time MFN status is being
reviewed, Chen said he thinks
about the history of the United
States, during the days of cowboys and Indians, to reflect cultural changes.
"We [China] are in a different
stage [than the U.S.]," he said.
Any interference from foreigners is unfair and would upset
the U.S.-China trade balance, he
said.
"Only China can make the
changes," Chen said.

Tradition retains school colors
byJane Kllgore
student life reporter
The combination of burnt orange and seal brown has been a
tradition at Bowling Green almost since the birth of the University, although all residents do
not find the colors especially appealing.
The school colors were originated by Professor Leon L. Winslow of the industrial arts department. He first noticed the
combination on a woman's hat in
the Toledo Union interban trolley

station, and was taken by it. His
recommendation that the Board
of Trustees adopt these colors
was soon passed.
"I don't like brown and orange
as far as school colors go, but it is
hard to change tradition and I
really do not know what other
colors I would choose," said
Steve Charter, reference archivist. "No combination will please
everyone."
University historian and history professor Stuart Givens said
he would be against any such
change in tradition.

"I like the colors," Givens said.
"They have been the colors since
almost the beginning of the
school, and I think it would be a
shame to ever change them."
Political science professor
Steven Ludd agreed.
"I love the orange and brown,
and I think that they are a great
combination," he said.
Students also have voiced their
thoughts on whether they believe
the mix of orange and brown is
pleasing to the eye.
"I like the orange, but not the
brown," freshman Laura Ambor-

ski said. 'They're just dull
colors. If you have noticed, there
are hardly any orange and brawn
sweatshirts at the bookstores because nobody will buy them."
Although the University community is not crazy about the
school colors, most dont want to
part with them for the sake of
tradition.
"They are rather plain-looking
and could be brightened a little,"
senior Sarah Wells said.
"Hewever, the school colors are
a tradition, and traditions are
hard to break."

low-fat lifestyle
ly Cynthia Prada
classified staff reporter
The Wellness Center has devised a program saturated with
helpful information about health for students.
In cooperation with the American Heart Association, the
center is promoting Fat-O-Stat, a plan to get students to redace
their dally intake of fats and thus lower their overall cholesterol
levels.
Jeanne Wright, University health education director, said the
program is important because many people do not realize how
much saturated fat is in the foods they eat.
"Just because a product says 'no cholesterol' or 'lite,' It doesn't
mean that it has fewer grams of fat," she said. "People don't
know what they're getting until they read the label, and this program aims to educate consumers about that."
In order to calculate how many "fat calories" you are eating,
follow this three-step plan:
"l Read how many grams of fat there are per serving in the
product.
"I Multiply that number by nine. This will give you the total
number of fat calories.
1 Divide the preceding fat calories by the total number of calories per serving, and this is the percentage of fat calories you
will be getting.
Ideally, according to Wright, the daily intake ot fat should
only be 30 percent of the total calorie intake. For example, if you
consumed a diet of 1,300 calories a day, then only about 400 of
those should be fat. If the one item you are earing exceeds 30
percent, it is entirely too high and Is detrimental to your health.
The program begins with the student signing* pledge card at
the Wellness Center to take conscious steps to lower fats or her
fat intake. Upon signing up, participants will receive a free poster outlining healthy rood selections and be automatically entered in a drawing to receive prizes like aprons, mugs, and fat
calculators.
The pledge period has been extended to Oct. 1 becaase of the
immense response the center has received.

Threat
Continued from page one.

Newell did go to the rally at
about 3 p.m. and was promptly
escorted off the grounds by Secret Service agents.
"I guess he didn't think they
would recognize him, but he
quickly found out that they did,"

Bowling Green Police Detective
Clarence Alvord said.
Newell said he was just going
to die event as a spectator and
had forgotten his promise not to
show up.

Thanks BG!
Thank-you for all your support and participation
in the 1992 Merchant's Fair.
It was a Huge Success!
Prize Winners:

Grand Prize: Debbie Taricska - a round trip airfare for 2 to Florida for Spring Break
(courtesy of Keytours & Travel Unlimited)
Mountain Bike: Mary Jo Cesa (courtesy of Cycle Werks)
In Line Sakes: Tom Somors (courtesy of Falcon House)
$100 gift certificate: Adam Ward (courtesy of Kroger)
Tail gate Party: Chuck Horton (courtesy of Foodtown)
$50 gift certificate: Amber Schilte (courtesy of Churchill's)

Sponsors:

Bowling Green chamber of Commerce, Bowling Green State University, The BG News,
& Downtown Business Association

And a Special Thanks to Dave Crooks and the
staff at the University Union, BGSU Office Services
and Thank You to the many volunteers who gave
their time and money!

See You in 1993
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Calcagno gag order not
necessary for 'fair trial'
T^ynen a football player is indicted
V Vfor three counts of rape in a college town, it's predictable there will be
a lot of talk; so, it's not surprising the
Mike Calcagno rape case drew immediate attention in the Bowling Green
community.
Calcagno, a former star linebacker
for the Falcon football team, is accused
of raping a female University student
in his apartment February 22. He is
charged by a Wood County grand jury
with rape, a first-degree felony, sexual
battery, a third-degree felony and gross
sexual imposition, a fourth-degree
felony.
About the time the grand jury decided to indict Calcagno, his defense attorney requested a gag order for the
case, thus keeping anyone involved
with the case from discussing it with
the media.
The main idea behind a gag order is to
keep prominent court cases from being
decided in the media, ensuring a fair
trial before an impartial jury.
The prosecuting and defense attorneys are citing the victim's privacy and
chances of getting a fair trial as justification for the gag. The reasons for the
gag order appear reasonable, on the
surface. The Calcagno case has
received some attention from the
media, in Toledo as well as Bowling
Green, and the cautiousness by the defense and the prosecution appears to be
a good move.
But compare the Calcagno gag order
when stacked up against the decisions
of other, equally - if not more - notorious cases in Wood County. The Calcagno decision smacks of one thing overkill.
The March kidnapping, rape and
murder of 3-year-old Alex Leimgruber

is considered one of the most heinous
crimes in Bowling Green history, but no
gag order has been imposed on the
court case.
About six Sheriff's deputies were on
hand Friday at the pretrial of the accused murderer John Umbel and courtroom spectators had to pass through a
metal detector because of concern for
his safety in the high-profile case.
When Richard Fox was on trial in
1990 for the kidnapping and murder of
18-year-old Bowling Green resident
Leslie Keckler, the case was heavily
covered by the media in Northwest
Ohio. Most residents closely followed
many of the facts surrounding the case,
but Wood County officials were not
worried about finding in impartial
jury. Fox is currently appealing his
death sentence for the second time. A
panel of appellate judges the first time
ruled that he'd had a fair trial -- without
a gag order.
Although the Calcagno case has attracted some media attention, it certainly has not had the scrutiny of the
Umbel or Fox cases. Few articles have
appeared about Calcagno's case in
Wood County or in Toledo publications.
In fact, most of the stories about the
Calcagno case that have appeared have
dealt with the gag order and not the
case itself. Prosecuting attorney Gary
Bishop said the case seems to be getting
more media attention nowbecause of
the gag order, and added that the
request "kind of backfired."
Why were court officials so overly
cautious? There is no reason to silence
those involved with this case. There has
been little media attention on the upcoming trial - certainly less than other
high-profile cases like the Fox and Umbel murder trials.

Religious expression ridiculed
Society tries to replace Christian morality with own version
The BG News:
A 57-year-old grandmother Is
handcuffed, strip-searched and
thrown into Jail for the "crime"
of passing out religious tracts on
a public roadway across from a
high school. A high school student is told by school authorities
that he is not allowed to wear to
school any clothing that has Bible
scripture or a statement of religious belief written on it. Two
ministers are placed under
arrest for quietly praying and
reading their Bibles during a
court recess.
These things happened in a
former Iron Curtain country,
right? No, believe it or not, these
injustices took place right here in
the United States, where religious freedom is supposed to be
protected by the Constitution!
Yes, our religious freedom has
taken quite a beating in recent
years. Sometimes individuals are
quietly robbed of their rights, as
above, while the law and others
turn their heads the other way,
but just as disturbing to me is the
increase of open intolerance of
religion and morality in America.
It has become common and almost acceptable these days to
slander, misrepresent and scorn
anyone who has a strong
Judeo-Christian ethic and stands
up for what they believe. It
doesn't matter that the founders
of our nation held this same ethic
200 years ago, nor does it matter
that the founding documents of
this nation were written to incorporate this ethic and a belief In
God. Our religious heritage Is being denied time and again as we

see religion prohibited in our
schools, scoffed at in our
government and challenged in
our public lives.
And what has happened to Dan
Quayle for taking a stand on
something he believes in? (Set
aside your personal perceptions
of him for a moment and just
think about the fact that we're
talking about a high-ranking
government official.) After
mockery and misunderstanding,
his picture resides on a doormat
used by the "Murphy Brown"
cast and crew, with the words,
"Please wipe your feet" underneath it. That's not respectful
disagreement, it's indecent and
disgraceful..
There is a special hostility
toward Christians in particular
because our beliefs require us to
be active in the affairs of the
world. Our opinions are renounced because they are religious opinions. My wife and I
can't even offer a civil rights argument against abortion (notice
no scripture was quoted, just the
Declaration of Independence we stand corrected) without being labeled religious ignoramuses.
Our Christian leaders are also
the victims of injustice. Pat
Robertson seems to be a favorite
target for one BG Newt columnist who likens him to Adolf
Hitler. Mr. Robertson is the man
under whose direction CBN and
Operation Blessing have extended compassion around the world:
Pood, clothing and medicine have
been supplied to over a million
people this year in countries in-

cluding Columbia, Yugoslavia, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Ukraine
and Zaire; 50,000 American children from poor families were
given new school clothes and
shoes they would not otherwise
have had; 333,000 victims of
Hurricane Andrew were helped;
thousands of victims of rape and
molestation and people who attempted suicide were counseled
free of charge; and on and on...
Boy, that doesn't sound an awful lot like Hitler to me! Granted,
some of Mr. Robertson's opinions
sound extreme, but to label him
"Hitler" is clearly slander and
misrepresentation!
Even God is not safe from
criticism. Those who see the
Christian view of God as unacceptable use His nature of love to
change His standard of morality
to fit their own. It's pitiful They
cannot accept a God that is both
loving and intolerable of something the world sees as acceptable. Did they ever think that God
might have a higher standard
than the world?
In the end, society sees us as
bigots forcing our morality upon
it. What society falls to see is that
from our perspective, it is the bigot trying to force a different
"morality" on us and our families. Neither wants to tolerate the
other and both will fight for their
beliefs, but that is the luxury of
democracy.
And the struggle will continue.
Daniel and Karen Green
Mathematics and early education

A note from the editor...
Don't like our views? Here's your chance to sound off
The News is not a political rally. We dont censor people on the
basis of their views.
Our opinion page is supposed
to represent a cross-section of
Bowling Green; to serve as a
forum for expressing different
ideas.
But good intentions don't always translate into good practice, and in all honesty, that's
what has happened with the columns in our newspaper. And we're going to make a change to solicit and represent the diversity
of ideas that has been left out of
our publication.
Our present columnists are
dedicated, hard-working and sincere people. They have strong
convictions, research their material and do their best to present
their arguments in an effective
manner. We appreciate the job
they do, and they will continue to
have a space in the newspaper to
air their views.
But most of our columnists are
heavily involved and/or interested in politics, and most of
them tilt toward the left of the
political spectrum. And therein
lies the problem.
Three other parties besides
liberal, politically oriented people are lacking representation in
the newspaper and deserve a
marketplace for their ideas.
These three groups are people

Jeremy Stone Weber

with conservative ideals, individuals with "middle-of-theroad" political philosophies and
those who are interested in other
topics besides politics.
They deserve more than letterio the -editor space to air their
views. And to get it, we're going
to try something new. We want
you - the reader - to be our
newest columnists.
The setup is simple. The News
is going to publish ads regularly
letting readers know we are
seeking columns for a specific
topic. We will solicit opinions on
four topics a week - one subject
for each paper Tuesday through
Friday.
Anyone - students, faculty and
staff, city residents or just plain
opinionated people - is welcome
to submit columns.

Starting next week the opinion
editor will then select two columns that best represent opposing viewpoints on a particular
day's issue. We'll run them, along
with your photo, on page two of
the paper.
If you're at all interested in any
events happening on or off campus; locally, nationally or internationally; just do the following:
O Look for the ads defining the
subjects for the upcoming week.
We'll try to run them as often as
possible, starting Wednesday.
Just to give you a headstart,
though, the first topic for next
week is "Should there be a faculty union on campus?"
O Write a strong, concise opinion piece. We're not looking for
full-length essays here - 400 to
500 words is plenty.
a Bring it in to room 210 of
West Hall with a photo Identification of yourself. If you prefer to
mall the letter, please include
your phone number so we can
verify the letter's origins.
That's it. That's how you can
become a columnist for The
News.
What are you doing still reading this? You've got some writing
to do.
Jeremy Stone Weber is editorin-chief of The News.

Wal-Mart not supporting community
Group believes hiring of non-local workers shows little concern for BG
The BG News:
It has come to my attention
that there is some misunderstanding of the purpose for the
Northwest Ohio Building Trades
representatives' visit to Bowling
Green City Council on July 20,
1992, regarding construction of
the Wal-Mart store in Bowling
Green.
Our purpose was not to ask
City Council to do something we
knew they couldn't but to make
the local community aware that
Wal-Mart was not using any local
residents to construct their store
in Bowling Green.
We had repeatedly raised these
same questions to both Wal-Mart
and Challenger Construction,

with little or no response or regard to the workers of the Wood
County area.
We have not made an issue of
whether the work force was
union or non-union, Republican
or Democrat, but whether the
work force was local people who
pay property tax, support
schools, volunteer their services
to community organizations, attend and support local churches
and help keep Bowling Green a
good community to live and work
Right now many of the people
working on the Wal-Mart construction have been staying six to
a room and contributing to the

local economy a 12-pack at a
time.
All we have asked is that WalMart support the local community with their construction jobs if
they expect the local community
to support them when their registers open.
Please remember we are talking about the jobs of your
friends, neighbors and family.
You could be the next one to have
your job exported out of state for
cheap labor.
William Booth
Business representative
Carpenters L.U. 1581

Correction —
In Friday's edition of The
News, the article "University
officials to help by teaching"
contained a discrepancy about

whether members of the administration are paid when teaching.
When members of the central
administration with faculty rank
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Speaker: Reform is improbable Program teaches
//

Democracy is not a part of the plan" for China's government

bySharlL. Veleba
contributing reporter

Past adversities continue to act
as springboards of progress for
the Chinese people, but democracy Is not a part of the plan, said
Chen Xiaolu, a guest of Fujiya
Kawashima's Asian History class
Friday at the University.
Chen, visiting the United
States courtesy of the Woodrow
Wilson Institute in Washington,
D.C., is a research fellow of the
Stock Exchange Executive
Center, part of the Economic Reform Committee of the state
council of China.
"I don't think there is much
chance of a democratic movement in the future," he said.
"People don't have the political
power. People still support the
Chinese government, and people
have become non-political."
Chen said he believes the Tiananmen Square Incident put a stop
to all political reform and outlined a brief history of the People's Republic of China, formed
in 1949.

'1 don't think there is much chance ol a
democratic movement in the future [for
China]. People don't have the political
power. People stil support the Chinese
government and people have become
non-political."
Chen Xiaolu, speaker
He said that the PRC united the
whole of China, except Taiwan,
and that China made great
achievements during the "FiveYear Plan" after the Korean War
- until Mao Tse-Tung tried to advance the country.
'Tragically, Chairman Mao unleashed the Great Leap Forward
There was starvation. A lot of
people lost their lives," he said.
Today, however, Mao is considered a god in China, he said.
"Cab drivers keep Mao's picture in their cars and believe he
can prevent accidents," he said.
Then-chairman Deng Xiao
Ping established reforms in the
1970s that permitted a family in

the countryside to rent land and
make a profit from sales of products in a free market.
"If you produced more, you got
more income," Chen said.
Despite the ability to sell products in a free market, freedom of
speech is guarded in today's
China, he said. However, it is
considered acceptable to mention political views in a private
speech. Chen does not believe a
military person should express
political opinions. He said he
would lose his job if he were to
take a political stand against the
government in China.
The fall of the Soviet Union
presents China with new busi-

ness strategies, he said, because
businesses can now deal directly
with the factories in Russia. The
Most Favored Nation status (with
the United States) also translates
into money for China, he said.
"If we would lose MFN [status]
we would lose $10 billion. Fortunately, we didn't [lose the status]," he said.
Human rights and trade should
be kept separate, Chen said.
'To use human rights as a cornerstone [to trade] is not fair; we
have a different culture," Chen
said.
Each time MFN status is being
reviewed, Chen said he thinks
about the history of the United
States, during the days of cowboys and Indians, to reflect cultural changes.
"We [China] are in a different
stage [than the U.S.]," he said.
Any interference from foreigners is unfair and would upset
the U.S.-China trade balance, he
said.
"Only China can make the
changes," Chen said.

Tradition retains school colors
byJaneKllQore
student life reporter

The combination of burnt orange and seal brown has been a
tradition at Bowling Green almost since the birth of the University, although all residents do
not find the colors especially appealing.
The school colors were originated by Professor Leon L. Winslow of the industrial arts department. He first noticed the
combination on a woman's hat in
the Toledo Union inter-ban trolley

station, and was taken by it. His
recommendation that the Board
of Trustees adopt these colors
was soon passed.
"I don't like brown and orange
as far as school colors go, but it is
hard to change tradition and I
really do not know what other
colors I would choose," said
Steve Charter, reference archivist. "No combination will please
everyone."
University historian and history professor Stuart Givens said
he would be against any such
change in tradition.

£*

"I like the colors," Givens said.
"They have been the colors since
almost the beginning of the
school, and I think it would be a
shame to ever change them."
Political science professor
Steven Ludd agreed.
"I love the orange and brown,
and I think that they are a great
combination," he said.
Students also have voiced their
thoughts on whether they believe
the mix of orange and brown is
pleasing to the eye.
"I like the orange, but not the
brown," freshman Laura Ambor-

ski said "They're just dull
colors. If you have noticed, there
are hardly any orange and brawn
sweatshirts at the bookstores because nobody will buy them."
Although the University community is not crazy about the
school colors, most dont want to
part with them for the sake of
tradition.
"They are rather plain-looking
and could be brightened a little,"
senior Sarah Wells said.
"However, the school colors are
a tradition, and traditions are
hard to break."

low-fat lifestyle
ky Cynthia Prada
classified staff reporter

The Wellness Center has devised a program saturated with
helpful information about health for students.
In cooperation with the American Heart Association, the
center is promoting Fat-O-Stat, a plan to get students to redace
their daily intake of fats and thus lower their overall cholesterol
levels.
Jeanne Wright, University health education director, said the
program is important because many people do not realize how
much saturated fat is in the foods they eat.
"Just because a product says "no cholesterol' or 'lite,' It doesn't
mean that it has fewer grams of fat," she said "People don't
know what they're getting until they read the label, and this program aims to educate consumers about that."
In order to calculate how many "fat calories'* von are eating,
follow this three-step plan:
n Read how many grams of fat there are per serving in the
product.
n Multiply that number by nine. This will give you the total
number of fat calories.
r*J Divide the preceding fat calories by the total number of calories per serving, and this is the percentage of fat calories you
will be getting.
Ideally, according to Wright, the daily intake of fat should
only be 30 percent of the total calorie intake. For example, if you
consumed a diet of 1,200 calories a day, then only about 400 of
those should be fat. If the one item you are eating exceeds 30
percent, it is entirely too high and is detrimental to your health.
The program begins with the student signing* pledge card at
the Wellness Center to take conscious steps to lower Ha or her
fat intake. Upon signing up, participants will receive a free poster outlining healthy food selections and be automatically -entered in a drawing to receive prizes like aprons, mugs-and fat
calculators.
The pledge period has been extended to Oct. 1 becasusa of the
immense response the center has received.

Threat
Continued from page one.

Newell did go to the rally at
about 3 p.m. and was promptly
escorted off the grounds by Secret Service agents.
"I guess he didn't think they
would recognize him, but he
quickly found out that they did,"

Bowling Green Police Detective
Clarence Alvord said.
Newell said he was just going
to the event as a spectator and
had forgotten his promise not to
show up.

Thanks BG!
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Thank-you for all your support and participation
in the 1992 Merchant's Fair.
It was a Huge Success!
Prize Winners:

Grand Prize: Debbie Taricska - a round trip airfare for 2 to Florida for Spring Break
(courtesy of Keytours & Travel Unlimited)
Mountain Bike: Mary Jo Cesa (courtesy of Cycle Werks)
In Line Sakes: Tom Somors (courtesy of Falcon House)
$100 gift certificate: Adam Ward (courtesy of Kroger)
Tail gate Party: Chuck Horton (courtesy of Foodtown)
$50 gift certificate: Amber Schilte (courtesy of Churchill's)

Sponsors:

Bowling Green chamber of Commerce, Bowling Green State University, The BG News,
& Downtown Business Association

And a Special Thanks to Dave Crooks and the
staff at the University Union, BGSU Office Services
and Thank You to the many volunteers who gave
their time and money!

See You in 1993
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Birds harmed by PCBsin water
by Mitch Weiss

were dying after being coated
with PCBs, LeClair said. The
birds Ingested the substance as
they tried to clean themselves.
Hundreds of thousands of Canada geese fly over the area. Bald
eagles also nest there, LeClair
said.
Covers will be on Commercial
Oil's seven lagoons by the end of
the week. LeClair said that would
solve the problem.
Commercial Oil closed in 1985,
leaving behind about 900 drums
containing hazardous wastes, the
waste lagoons and 30,000 gallons
of solvents in 20 tanks.

The Associated Press

TOLEDO - Work began Monday to cover lagoons in a closed
waste-oil dump to protect migratory birds from becoming contaminated with deadly chemicals, federal officials said.
Canada geese and other birds
have been wading In oily water at
the Commercial Oil Services site
in suburban Oregon, said Daniel
LeClair, a special agent with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The lagoons contain such
wastes as polychlorinated biphenyls, known as PCBs, a cancer-causing chemical.
LeClair said the birds are attracted to the water.
"But the minute they hit the
water, they are totally engulfed
in oil," he said.
Wildlife authorities two weeks
ago shot and killed more than two
dozen Canada geese because they

vent lagoons from overflowing.
The companies are paying for the
lagoon covers.
Two of Commercial Oil's
owners ~ Daniel Soncrant and
Kenneth Mikolas ~ were found
guilty in 1988 of illegally storing
hazardous waste at the site. They
were released after serving less
than two months of a one-year
sentence.
The problem had been undetected, said Milt Brent, an investigator for the Ohio Department of Natural Resources wildlife division.

The Environmental Protection
"There's no telling how many
Agency has been trying to come birds died there," he said.
up with a plan to clean up the
LeClair said a truck driver
site. The cleanup could cost $36 called wildlife authorities two
million.
weeks ago after seeing several
birds coated with oil. CommerTwenty-five companies that cial Oil is surrounded by a fence
used the dump have agreed to in an industrial and sparsely
spend millions of dollars to pre- populated section of Oregon. The

DBA to enhance city

inside Is difficult to see from the
road.
Two Toledo-area men went to
the hospital after coming in contact with an Injured Canada
goose on Sunday.
Warren Klatt saw the goose as
he was walking near Commercial
Oil. After catching it, he took it to
a friend's house where they
cleaned it in the back yard using
a bucket of water and soap.
Klatt and Herman Paff said
they did not know the bird was
contaminated with PCBs.
"We just thought it was oil. But
it wouldn't come off," Klatt said.
"I thought I was doing the right
thing."
LeClair said anybody coming
in contact with an oil-soaked bird
should leave it alone and call
wildlife officials.

TOLEDO - The Lucas County
prosecutor's office should investigate whether charges
should be filed against officials
of the county's defunct emergency medical services agency, a
special audit said Monday.
Lucas County Treasurer Ray
Kest and Auditor David Lewandowski said they have completed
an audit of the Regional Emergency Medical Services of
Northwest Ohio.
The audit was started three
months ago in the wake of allegations that Lowell Joy, the former
president, misused $350,000 of
agency money.
Kest said the audit uncovered
conflicts of interest involving
several agency officials, including Jim Holzemer, a former
board member and president of
the county commissioners.
The audit questions why a
company in which Holzemer was
a partner - Armstrong Mechanical - was given a contract to help
the agency. Holzemer has given
up his partnership with the company.
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza has
said it does not appear there was
a conflict of interest in that instance. Pizza and Holzemer are
Democrats.
But Kest, also a Democrat, disagreed, saying he didn't want to
be accused of "coverixui some-

□ A woman reported her car
was almost rear-ended at the
intersection of South Church and
West Wooster streets by people
she believed were smoking marijuana in the car Thursday. The
complainant told police she saw
"A lot of towns lose their landmarks because they don't act the occupants of the car, who
all wearing sunglasses even
soon enough. There's a lot of money that's going to have to were
though it was evening, passing
be raised, but if s a matter of whether or not it's important around what she believed to be a
joint.
to people."
O Erin T. Mueller and Michelle
Jim Tinker, Downtown Business Association director L. Deblaere, both 18 and of 247
Ashley Hall, were arrested for
thing up." Lewandowski is a Re- aggravated theft. If convicted, possession of false IDs Friday at
Uptown, 162 N. Main St., police
publican.
Joy faces a possible sentence of
The agency's former executive two to IS years in prison and said.
O Brett A. Askins, 21, 702
director, Robert Hauman, was $7,500 in fines.
Fourth St., was cited for discited for two potential conflicts.
orderly conduct on East Wooster
One of his companies did extenJoy has denied any wrongdosive consulting work for the ing. His lawyer, Jerome Phillips, Street Saturday, police reported.
O Larry T. Williams, 46, 70S
agency, and the agency's board said the agency loaned his client
Lafayette, was cited for disorderran up large food and bar bills at the money.
ly conduct Saturday. According
Hauman's restaurant.
to the police report, Williams
Pizza said the $350,000 nvas threatened his daughter's date
"He was enriching himself by missing from an agency bank acwith a baseball bat because he
being a decision maker at REM- count.
did not want her to see him anySNO and that's a violation of the
more. Williams continued to
Ohio revised code," Kest said of
The prosecutor said the money threaten the man in front of
Hauman's actions.
was withdrawn at the request of police. When the officer on the
Joy, who told Mason in January scene informed Williams he was
The agency's former opera- to write a check for the money.
under arrest, he made a obscene
tions manager, John Mason, was He said Joy told Mason that he
cited for hiring his son to do would deposit the money in a comment.
minor work around the office. bank in the Marblehead area to
take advantage of a higher inter- Perot
Continued from page one.
Mason was the city's former est rate.
police chief.
Bush or Clinton or stay out of the
The check was made out to one race and remain neutral.
The audit paints a picture of an of Joy's businesses.
"They are going to decide what
we are going to do," Perot said.
agency headed by an executive
committee — namely Joy and
Perot had nothing but praise
The agency stopped operating
Hauman - "that wanted little in- Jan. 1, two months after voters for the Clinton delegation after it
ternal control or external over- rejected a 1.1-mill operating levy spent 2 hours in a closed meetsight."
that would have kept the private, ing with Perot and his supportnon-profit service in business. ers. Participants said the session
It also criticized the agency's The levy would have generated was dominated by discussion of
Clinton's economic growth and
sloppy accounting and bookkeep- about $5 million a year.
deficit-reduction programs.
ing practices.
Fire officials opposed the levy.
"There Is a lot of commonaJoy, 62, of Port Clinton, has They said the agency was poorly lity," Perot said. "Where there
been charged with two counts of run.
are differences of opinion they
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Tuesdays Special
7 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner

Marc Varckette

BG News

with Potato & Side Dish

Only $6.95
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders.

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Miami University's next president said
he considered the state's
budget problems before accepting the job.
"Every one of my friends in
New Mexico pointed out the
budget difficulties in Ohio In
an attempt to keep me in New
Mexico," said Paul Risser, S3,
a provost and the vice president for academic affairs at
the University of New Mexico
in Albuquerque.
"It is an issue that has to be
addressed by the presidents
of all Ohio universities," he
said. "New Mexico is a poor
state. We havent had cuts,
but the proverbial bottom line
is the same. Budget increases

Salesi>erson of the Week
Sept ember 19-23,1992

0 Tracl L. Granger, 23, 805
Thurstin Ave. #2, was cited for
disorderly conduct Saturday,
police said.
□ Rosemary J. Stephenson, 37,
122 S. Enterprise St., was cited
for open container on Clough
Street Saturday, police said.
1 Paula R. Rinearson, 29,516 S.
College Drive, was cited for open
container Saturday on Clough
Street, police reported.
□ Christopher J. Gala, 20, of
Columbus, was cited for
underage possession of alcohol
and open container Saturday on
East Court Street, according to
police.
□ Thomas D. Wllker, 22, of Celina, was arrested for DUI and
peeling tires Sunday on Ridge
Street, police reported.
O Constance J. Mossing, 18, of
Swanton, was cited for public littering Sunday. According to the
police report, Mossing was observed trying to hide an empty
beer can in a municpal parking
lot.
□ Danny Zoba, 23, 705 Seventh
St #1, was cited for disorderly
conduct Sunday. Police said Zoba
was observed urinating in a municipal parking lot.

are honest differences of opinion, with both sides looking for
answers and neither side frozen
in its positions."
He said it was premature to say
whether he could support Clinton, saying he had yet to hear
from the Bush camp or assess the
reaction of his supporters. The
Bush delegation was making its
case after a lunch break.

Stephen Brown
Dennis Bentley
Cindy Keller
Amy Schmenk
HSA

HSA

HSA

HSA

HSA

HSA

HSA

HSA

cuts to higher education," said
Pat Shepherd, director of the Coordinated Democratic Campaign
for Wood County.
"He'd have good reason to stay
away from Bowling Green given
what he's doing to us," Wood
County Democratic Party
Chairman Allen Baldwin said.
Republican officials denied
fears of a bad reception in Bowling Green.
"I don't think it would have
I1K<I>

IIK<1>

IIK<I>

IIK<1>

been negative at all," Wood
County Republican Party Chairman Mike Marsh said. "We're
talking a governor with an approval rating of around 60 percent while the president is behind, so I think the net effect
would be positive."
"The governor is certainly not
afraid to step on any college
campus in the state," Wolfson
said. "That had nothing to do with
[the visit's cancellation]."
IIK<!>

IIK<I>

I IMP

11 K<I>

P.U.S.H.

A Preventive Medicine
and Simple Remedies Seminar:

Pi Kappa Phi's National Outreach
Project would like to thank all of
the sororities, fraternities, students
and the community of
Bowling Green for their support
during PUSH week 1992.

■ Heart Disease
■ The Immune System

■ Nutrition

■ Cancer Prevention
■ Simple Home Remedies

Congratulations to Kappa Delta
...with Agatha Thrash, M.D.
and the Uchee Pines Health Team

Oct. 4-8 at 7 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena
HSA

should he enter for the final
month. With a personal fortune to
bankroll television advertising,
he could significantly affect the
race. Opinions are divided on
whether a Perot candidacy ultimately would hurt Clinton or
Bush most.

Continued from page one.

presents...

Newsletter
Tuition Raffle
Fundralslng
Public Relations

O Steven R Pugh, 23,251 S. Enterprise St. Apt.D, was arrested
for DUI and wanton and willful
disregard Sunday. According to
the police report, Pugh hit a
parked car on East Wooster
Street and attempted to flee the
scene.
O Sean J. Pronger, 19, 1318 E.
Wooster St., was arrested for
disorderly conduct and underage
consumption Sunday on East
Wooster Street, police said.
O Stephen G. Moravcik, 18, of
Chardon, was arrested for receiving stolen property and disorderly conduct Sunday. According to the police report, Moravcik
was connected to the theft of a
keg and tap from a residence on
North Enterprise Street. He was
incarcerated In the Wood County
Justice Center on $1,400 bond.

Voinovich

Uchee Pines Institute

Congratulations to the 1992-1993
Freshman Representatives
of HSA.

Three budget cuts cost
Miami an estimated $5.89 million in state appropriations
for the 1992-93 school year, or
a 10 percent reduction in
state funding, said Holly
Wissing, university spokeswoman.
"The last thing we should
let go is quality," Risser said.
"The university may not be
able to continue to do everything it does now. But we
have to retain the stance that
the things it does well, it continues to do well."

The scene In Dallas was as confusing as it was remarkable, the
extraordinary spectacle of both
Perot runs a distant third in candidates sending high-level
national polls now and would delegations to court Perot suphave little chance of winning porters.

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

HONORS
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

come slowly."
He takes over his new job
on Jan. 1, succeeding Paul G.
Pearson, 65, who retires Dec.
31 after 11 years. Risser will
be paid $135,000 a year.

Blotter-

Group hopes to improve appeal through art
The Associated Press

Miami successor
faces budget crisis

Join us for an hour or two.,
it could pay off in years!
Books and health materials will be
available lor purchase.

The 1992 Quarter Cup Champion
1 IK«I>
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Falcon Fever.catch It!
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Volleyball team sweeps BG golf team weathers
tourney, record at 10-3 conditions, finishes 7th
by Mike Slates
sports reporter

The volleyball team broke out
of Its "slump" this past weekend
and extended its winning streak
to six as it rolled over Syracuse,
Memphis State and York in the
Syracuse Quadrangular. Bowling
Green is now ranked 15th in the
Mideast region.
The Falcons,
improving
their overall
record to 10-3,
flew past Syracuse 15-13,
15-6, 15-7 on
Friday before
sweeping
Memphis State
15-7,15-10,15-3
van DeWalle
and York 15-9,
15-13,15-13 on Saturday.
"We have started to play as
good as I thought we were playing last spring," head coach Denise Van De Walle said. "Prior to
this point, I really have not seen

us play to the level that I think Jessica Andrasko, who ended the
we are capable of doing. We have weekend with seven kills and 12
still been winning, though."
digs, and senior Buffy Williams,
Bowling Green has not lost a who had 4 kills and 14 digs.
match since Sept. 12 at the IsthAttacking, however, has not
mus Badger Classic. Kentucky been the problem for the Falcons
took the Falcons in three this year. BG's blocking and
straight, 15-7,15-7,15-10.
serving has been inconsistent,
said Van De Walle, but really im"I think that going into the proved over the weekend.
[Isthmus Badger] Classic right
"We just had not been blocking
after losing to Northern Illinois as many balls as we have been
and having to play Kentucky and used to and we have had some
Pacific made us more competi- mental lapses in our serving,"
tive even though we did not win," Van De Walle said. "It has been
Van De Walle said. "I think that hard to get any momentum going
we got hungry to win after that when we are not blocking or
last loss."
serving well. The whole team
played very well in every aspect,
Senior outside hitters Holli though." Nicky Mudrak, a senior
Costein and Angellette Love led middle hitter, was tops on the dethe Falcon attack with 46 and 28 fensive side for BG. Mudrak
kills, respectively, in the three ended the weekend with 11
matches. Senior setter Carey blocks, seven of which came in
Amos paced BG with 108 assists the final match against York. Anin the round-robin Quadrangle other senior middle hitter, Mitzi
and contributed to the cause with Sanders, was also effective as
13 kills. Coming off the bench she finished with 29 digs and 21
was sophomore left-side hitter kills.

by Russ Eckard
sports reporter

Overcoming horrendous
playing conditions and outstanding competition, the
women's golf team continued
their successful fall campaign
this weekend with an impressive seventh-place finish at
Spartan Fall Invitational in
East Lansing, Mich.
In the opening round, the
lady linksters blazed the track
to the tune of a 319, placing
them third going into Sunday's
final round. Senior Kim Prasse
led the way with an outstanding 77, tying for third in the individual medalist race. Senior
Amy Edenfield was close on
her teammates' heels at 79,
while seniors Jennifer Girdlestone and Sue Balmer posted an
81 and 82 respectively.
"The girls played extremely
well, especially considering
the fact they had to play

through an absolute downpour
on the back nine," head coach
Todd Brunsink said of his
team's performance on Saturday. "I was very excited about
our position for Sunday because we were playing in the
final group with the leaders."
Unfortunately for Brunsink
and company, the two teams
ahead of them were Ohio State
and Wisconsin. However, this
didn't seem to matter as the
women ballooned to a second
day total of 332, pushing them
to seventh place.
The tournament turned sour
for Prasse, however, before the
second day even ended. Accidentally, she played the wrong
ball on the front nine, which
calls for immediate disqualification. Showing honesty, she
called the penalty on herself
and accepted the DQ.
"It's just one of those things
that happens sometimes,"

Falcons confident after victory
by Glen Lubber!
sports editor

The Bowling Green football
team seemed to get a muchneeded wake-up call Saturday
during Its 44-34 win over East
Carolina.
"We won the
way that we've
won in the past
and that's doing whatever it
took to get the
job done
offensively and
defensively,"
Blackney
head coach
Gary Blackney
said. "If somebody would have asked me ...
would you be satisfied being 2-2,
I'd say no. We want to be 4-0, but
right now, coming out of this
schedule, I'm happy to be where
we are." The Falcons had been
suffering after their back-toback Big Ten losses to Ohio State
and Wisconsin. But that was before quarterback Erik White
broke out of the haze that had
been brought upon by two weeks
of pounding. For the first time.
White was able to pass the ball
with the confidence and comfort
of knowing the offensive line
would prevent him from being
hit.
According to Blackney, White
had been taking a severe beating
from BG's Big Ten foes. Blackney said it was an outstanding

defensive effort that kept putting
White on the turf most every
play. It was a defense the Falcons
didn't see against the Pirates.
"Outside of the physical part of
the game on Saturday, his execution - he was into that game totally," Blackney said. "I mean, he
was into it emotionally, in terms
of intensity, competitiveness. He
wanted the ball In his hands.
When he ran the ball ... he ran
with authority and conviction.
This was a great effort by him
being able to come back from a
little bit of adversity that he'd
experienced the previous two
weeks."
The Falcons were also able to
depend upon the depth of their
squad. After fullback LeRoy
Smith and tailback Zeb Jackson
left the game with minor injuries, Blackney went to his bench

and found several players who
had key roles in the victory.
Freshman fullback Derius
Card played in place of Smith and
rushed for 38 yards on 12 carries
while catching six passes for 35
yards. Sophomore tailback Geroge Johnson rushed five times
for 27 yards in place of Jackson.
The Falcons also found help from
junior Darnell Stat.cn. who intercepted a pass at the BG 46 in the
fourth quarter.
Knowing he can rely on the
depth of his squad is one of the
positives Blackney points to
from the win.
"It's tremendous," Blackney
said. "This gives us greater
depth as we head into the season.
When a player does [has success]
in practice, that's one thing. But
when he can translate that success into a game, that's really

Brunsink said. "It was unfortunate, but I think Kim handled
it very well."
Girdlestone continued her
good play with a second round
79, for a two-day total of 160,
good enough to place her 11th
in a field of 105. Edenfield and
Balmer both fired 84s, with
Edenfield's aggregate 163 tying her for 20th place. Rounding out the Falcon scoring was
sophomore Jodi Ricker
(83-85=168, tie for 44th) and
freshman Sue Brenner
(89-91=180).
"All in all, it was a wonderful
weekend for the girls," Brunsink said. "They played extremely well through some
horrible weather conditions,
and beat some quality teams
like Purdue and Notre Dame.
They are enjoying a great
season up to this point, and I'm
very excited because they are
going to just keep getting better and better."

The BG News' Athlete of the Week

important in developing a
coach's confidence in the
player's ability to compete."

After struggling in the second and third games of the season,
senior quarterback Erik White got back on track in the East
Carolina game, leading the Falcon offense.
For his outburst Erik has been named the BG News' Athlete of
E_^a_ the Week. The MVP in the Mid-American ConI ference last season completed 27 of 40 tosses,
■H I both figures one shy of career highs, for 246
I yards and two touchdowns. His one intercep• ^B tion was a pass that went through the hand of
^ Mark Szlachcic and was picked off by ECU
^J safety Greg Grandison.
■
White has now thrown one TD pass in 14 of
■I the last 15 contests and 17 of the last 20 dating
II back to the 1990 season.

Falcon Notes: Sophomore Ronnie Redd extended his passcatching streak to 15 games with
four catches for 59 yards in the
East Carolina game ... senior inside linebacker Artie Mangham
entered play last week fifth in
the nation in tackles with 48
while his per game average of
16.0 was sixth-best in the country
... Mangham was credited with 10
stops in the East Carolina game...
sophomore inside linebacker
Vince Palko was tied for 20th in

White

tackles with 38 before last weekend's play ... Palko saw limited
action against East Carolina due
to a shoulder injury and made
just one tackle.

Pre Dedication
Art Festival

The BG News wants your opinion
The Opinion page of The BG News invites anyone interested
in writing a guest column to submit their personal views on a topic. Each day
a different topic will be featured and the two best columns (containing
opposing opinions) will be in the paper the following day.

CELEBRATING
OF

The topics for next week are:
Tuesday October 6 - - Should faculty unionize?
Wednesday October 7 - - Has the Navy done enough to correct problems
resulting from the Tailhook scandal?
Thursday October 8 - - Do we need the classroom building currently being

THE

FINE

\j

Illlllllll

By
Artists

University Bookstore

MM

ShraVsN SffWa BuiiJm^i

257. on
Art

I

Art Trade Books

If not delivering in person, please submit to:

Art Supply Companies

Opinion Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

Demonstrating
Products

Dannu'a

38jpa

1046 North Mian Street • Bowling Green, Ohio 43*08

ATTRITION STUDENT*
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CottfUTiM DfSMNCD FON VOUH NCIMl
Introducing major advancements In word processing, this PWP otters PC MS-DOS ft* format
compatabWty. (ndussy standard 3.5" disk drives and all ma functions anyone could ever need
for everyday whang, editing and printing. This lull size typewriter and 12* EGA monitor la the
perfect desktop PWP for (ha office or me home. Smith Corona a whole new dimension In
Personal Word Processors for people who always make The Smart Move.
FEATUfteS INCLUDE:

Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force continues
to seek outstanding students to (ill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating
from college as an Air Force officer with fully developed
qualities of character and managerial ability. Notice, too,
the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs
that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees...even $100 in tax-free
income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and
your ability to accept challenge. Get the picture? Now
make a call!

ADDITION

BU I L D I M.

n 7yr\ n_

All submissions must be typed and 400-500 words in length. Anyone wishing to
submit a column must include their name, telephone number, major and home
address. All submissions for next week must be received by Friday October 2.

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

NEW

ARTS

OctoBer 1,1992
10a.m. 4:00p.m.

Demonstrations

built in the intramural field?
Friday October 9 - - What are your views on welfare reform?

THE
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Bowl 'N* Greenery

All you Can Eat
11:30-1:30
4:00 - 7:00
e
e
e
e

$3.99
$4.75

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
'

/SYSTEMS START AT\

V^

419-372-2176
AIM HIGH-AIR FORCE

$S50.M

J

PWP 3800

j Quantum 90 card accepted 4 7 only for on campu-. students ]
. Quantum 90 card accepted all day for ofl .ampus students
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Reds' fall to cause big changes
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati Reds owner Marge Schott isn't saying
whether she plans to keep general manager Bob Quinn or manager
Lou Piniella after this season. Both of them have expiring contracts
with the Reds.
The team's season is likely to be done when the regular season
schedule ends Sunday. The Reds were off Monday, but they are on
the verge of being eliminated by the front-running Atlanta Braves
from National League West contention.
Schott has made it plain she is unhappy her ballclub fell out of contention so soon. She increased the Reds' payroll from about $24 million last year to about $35 million this season, but injuries and inconsistency dropped the Reds out of the division lead in mid-summer and
they faded in recent weeks.
Piniella said he expects to talk with Schott during the season's final
homestand, which begins Tuesday night against the Los Angeles
Dodgers. Piniella said, however, he considers it management's call to
inform him whether he is wanted for next season. His three-year contract, which began with the Reds' world championship in 1990, is expiring.
"I've been happy here. I really have," Piniella said. "But it's up to
management to put a proposal on the table. It's not up to me."

Piniella said he hasn't wanted to push his contract status because
he is aware that Quinn's contract is also expiring.
Schott, who is also the Reds' president and chief executive officer,
did not return a call to her office Monday. But she told The Cincinnati
Enquirer in an interview published Sunday that she intends to cut her
spending on player salaries for next year.
"I'm going to cut the payroll," Schott said. "We can't have $1 million and $2 million ballplayers sitting on the bench. We're going to
have a younger look next season."
The Reds will show a profit of about $4 million this season, compared with $12 million last year and $19 million in 1990, the Enquirer
reported. The newspaper said it based its estimate on other published
accounts, conversations with economists familiar with baseball
finances, and documents that became public in a 1989 lawsuit by four
of the Reds' limited partners against Schott,
Several young prospects from Cincinnati's farm system, including
third baseman Willie Greene and pitchers Tim Pugh and Bobby
Ayala, have impressed the Reds with their play after being called up
this month.
All major league clubs are taking, or at least considering, costcutting moves because of the Impact of soaring salaries for big-name
players and because owners are concerned that the next national television contract will be less than the lucrative pact of 1990-93. Baseball TV ratings have been less than network executives had hoped.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
1092 Phi Eta Sigma Spring Inmates - If you
have not done so. p>ok up your charm/pin and
cfiificaieffom Shelly. 372-1054
Applications for Phi Eta Sigma Fall Book
Scholarships are available outside L> Navin's
otf.ee (310 BA) on Oct. 1. Applications are due
Oct. 16.
Be a D J.
Fall D.J classes (or WBGU-FM
starling Thursday. Sept. 24,1902
Classes wnibe m in South Hall
ai 9pm for 5 weeks
Be a D J for the "Radio with Teeth"
WBGU-FM 88 1
BG UNIVERSITY YMCA
Membership Drive this week in the Union
Foyer. 10 am - 3 pm. Come see what we're all
about! For more into: Judy Flint 372-6723
BGSU Ski Club Meeting
Tuesday. 9 00 pm, 110 BA
Beginning thru Advanced
Skiers and Snowboarders welcome
New lower trip prices
Get some snow in your lite
Jom the BGSU Ski Clubll
Come |oin in the tun - the University YMCA
every Tuesday at 9;00pm m 105 BA.
Don't Just read history. Live it
The Society (or Creative Anachronism
Thursday's, Memorial Hall. 7:30 p.m.
(Dragon's need not apply)
Environmental Action Group
Guest Speaker Chris Trepal
Topic: Low-level radioactive waste site thai will
be constructed in Ohio.
8:00pm, Tuesday. Sept 29
114BA. Free and open to all
HAPPY HOURS
All Phi Eta Sigma Members A 1 Guest
Uptown. Oct. 2,6 9pm
Free Pizza by Gourmet Pizza Chel A Pnzes
Purchase Phi Eta Sgma Sweatshirst $20
If you are interested m scheduling a panel from
the Leeblsn And Gay Alliance to speak to
your group, call 352-5242 (LAGA) between
7-10 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays, or Fridays.
Please call at leasttwo weeks in advance and
leave the name and number ot a contact person.

Alpha Xi Delia

LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE!
BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUESDAY9:15-10:15PM

We invite you to know Jesus Christl
Join us in praise, singing, prayer.
teaching, fellowship and
Meet new friends'"
ACTIVE CHRISTIANS TODAY
Meets 7:00 p.m. TONIGHT)
Alumni Room. 3rd Floor Student Union
For more into call 352 6486.

More radioactive waste In Ohio?
Why is Ohio going to become the disposal site
for radioactive waste Irom 6 states?
Come hear Chris Trepal to find out)
8:00pm. Tuesday Sept. 29
114 BA. Free and open to all.
Sponsored by Environmental Action Group

SERVICES OFFERED
Personalized Graduation Announcements!
now available at the University Bookstore Indicates name, degree and major. Deadline for
ordering November 2.1992. OrderTodayll
RunfortheEann5K
October 10.1992
Oct 6 5 7 Registration, Ed. Bldg 10-4
Raceday: Prereg - 8M Race 9 AM
Call lor info:
Sean 353-7317 or Todd 372-3007
SOLD.
StudeniOrganiz ations
Leadership Development
'Membership Applications*
Available Nowi'i
405 Student Services
Due Tues. Oct. 6 by 5pm.

Do you need papers typed
Fast, Neat and Cheap
Call Nita 352-8970
Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services.
Call 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.
Sensor your skin . in just 5 minutes' You can
have a radiant complexion A say good-bye to
dull or problem skm forever. 100% accurateguaranteed results. A $250 value free-no
gimmicks. Call lor details. 1-686-0801.
You write .. I'll lype!
Fast, accurate typing.
Please allow 2-3 days to type.
Call 353-5906

Students lor BUSH/QUAYLE
A.K.A.
College Republicans
Meet TONIGHT. 9 00. Room 112 BA
irs Bring A Friend Night
So Do 111
Come & see our special visitors
Bilt/Hillary/A! & Tipper
STUDENTS FOR BUSH/QUAYLE
A.K.A.
College Republicans
Meet TONIGHT. 9:00,112 BA
It's Bring A Friend Night
Be ready to see a CR Fashion Show
& meet your favorite Liberals

Bill A Hillary

Travel A Tourism Research Association
Conference
Sept. 30 - Oct 2.92 at Hilton, Toledo
For more i nfomation, call 372-6913, Brankie
MEET ALL THE PROFESSIONALS
IN THE T*T AREA!

PERSONALS
"'A.M.A HAPPY HOURS
ATM.T.MUGGS
7-0THUR3.OCT. 1ST —
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Montesson School of Bowling Green. Inc..
located at 630 S. Maple, Bowling Green. Ohio.
has requested from the Ohio Department of
Education a Charter. Any persons having
knowledge of racial discriminatory practices in
the recruitment of students, admissions, employment. schcJarsNps/loans/fee waivers.
educational programs, or a f file t
ioextracurncular activities should contact the
Division of Equal Educational Opportunities, 65
South Front Street. Room 416. Columbus,
Ohio 43266-0308, Telephone number
(614)466-3318.
The complaints made will be investigated prior
to the issuance of a Charter to said school.
Dr. Charlotte Soberer,
Director of Operations

If you've WW dreamed of being behind ihe cofflrofa

If you're eul mil for II. we'll Rive you free civilian

of an airplane, this b your chance to find mil whai

fliKhi (raining, maybe even $100 a momh cash while

K'S realh like

you're in school. And someday you could be flying

A Marine Corps pilot is coming u campus who

a Harrier, Cobra or K A-IX
Gel a lasle of what life is like

can lake you up for irial flights
Wft'n .'Hiking for a few
college siudenis who have ihe
brains and skill—as well as
the desire—lo become Marine
pilots

Geta taste
oflife
at the top.

al Ihe lop The flights on us.

Congratulations to Justine Trenga on her
pie-engagement to Michael Fntzschol
Love your Sistenj of Alpha Xi
Alpha Xi Delia
The Sisters ot Alpha Xi Delia wish good luck lo
Jul.e Colvln on her needy elected position aa
USG OH-Cam pus Senator
BANNED BOOK WEEK
At the University Bookstore
Come see our banned books.

Just warned lo say Happy Birthday!
Get ready lor Chicago!
Love. Jon
Condoms By Mail. Protect your health A privacy with name brand condoms. Call 24 hours
tor Iree price list 1-800 292-7274.
Happy Birthday
Lisa Espositolll
Love. Your Big
HOMECOMING 1982
ATTENTION all organizations: II you are Interested in campaigning lor your candidate, you
may do so until October 4ih but no later!
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Men's Flag
Football • Sept 30: Woman* Flag Football ■
e Oct. 1. Fraternity Ice Hookey - Oct. 5, ALL
ENTRIES DUE BY 4 OO P.M. IN 108 SRC.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Men's Flag
Football ■ Sept. 30: Women* Flag Football ■
e Oct. 1 : Fraternity Ice Hookey - Oct, 5. ALL
ENTRIES DUE IN 108 REC CENTER BY 400
pm. ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED Flag
Football - Apply by Sept. 30 in 108 Rec Center
Must attend mandatory clinic. Sept. 30.
7- 10:30pm
Need a pick-me-up?
Have your CARICATURE done.
Sept 30.1992
in the Union Oval. 12-3 p.m.
OnlySi.OOl
1st come, 1st serve so
DONT MISSOLITH
NFMA-NFMA-NFMA
Are you a Nutrition, Dietetics or RestauraniManagement major or are you interested in
these majors? Then thai Nutrition and Foods
Management Association is lor you. Com* to
our first meeting on October S at 7 30 in the
Galterta ol the Applied Human EcotogySueding
and see what we are all about
NFMA'NFMA'NFMA
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
The video is finally done"
Thank you tor all of your support A to all who
donated money! Thank you. especially Julie
Cook for your endless & irreplaceable help in
editing!! You are all wonderful!11
Jenny Carmona
OMICRON
DELTA
KAPPA
"Meeting: September 30- Wednesday
Time: e.30 pm "Place: 102 BA
ODKODKODKOOKODK
The folks from
WALT DISNEY WORLD
are hiring for SPRING positions only.
You MUST come to the presentation
MONDAY,Oct. 5th.700pm.
115 Education Bldg.
BE THERE!
Questions? 372-2451

IIUI

•••ATTENTION —
Campus representatives needed to promote
Spring a Winter break vacations. Earn free tip
and cash. Beet prices, best programs any-

whera Call 1 800 96? 7325
STAND UP COMEDY WEEK
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
Stand up Comedy video tree. Eipires
10/2792. Located at 140 E Wooster.
LATE NIGHT VIDEODELIVERS 354-5283
TRAVEL FREE! SELL OUALfTY VACATIONS
FOR THE MOST RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
COMPANY! JAMAICA AND FLORIDA. BEST
COMMISSIONS/SERVICE
SUN SPLASH
TOURS: 1-800-428-7710.
True spiral perms * $50.00
Campus Headquarters Salon
425E.Wooster'354-2244
Want to see some Real Mud Slinging
This Election Year
Colege Democrats
va.
College Republicans
Mud Volleyball
Sunday September 27,1:00 p.m.
College Park
"It takes all kinds"
Join us for Koinonia Retreat. October 2-3
This is a weekend for putting It all
together. Call St. Thomas More to register

352-7555

WANTED
Desperate"!
Looking for a place to live. If you need a roommate. Mease call 841-4575.
Housemate wanted. Own room, $150 plus util
Lance 655-3084.
Movers: Strong, hardworking people needed to
help me move Oct. 3. Stan at 10am and work
HI job is finished. S8 an hour. Call Mary at
352*287.

HELP WANTED
8252.50 Sell 50 tunny, college T-shirts and
make $252 50 No financial obligation A Risk
Free program. Average sales Dme Is 4-8 hours.
Choose from 18 designs. Smaller/larger quantities available. Call l 800-733-3265.
15-25 over-weight men A women to participate
in weight loss program for advertising purposes. Must have at least 20 lbs. to lose.
CalFormu 3:354-4500
Babysitter needed for 2 toddlers. Tuesdays
3:30-5:30. Can 354-7479.
Campus sales rep wanted for one ol the leading colege travel companies in the county.
Earn cash commissions, free ski trips ancVor
Spring Break trips to Cancun, Jamaica, BahamaslCall 1-800-666-4857 lor info.
EARN J1.500 WEEKLY mailing our circulars!. Begin NOW!... FREE packed SEY3,
Dap). 238, Boa 4000, Cordova, TN
18018-4000.
MEDICAL BILLING. Opportunity aa a licensee
in your area for national healthcare company.
Do Electronic Medical Insurance claims processing for medical practitioners. 830,000.00
PART TIME to over $80,000.00 FULL TIME.
Company training Initial capital required
$8298.00 plus PC. For more information by
mall eel 1803) 745-9043 (24 hours).
MRJDD SUPERVISOR: Full lime position
supervising the day to day operations and
needs ol an 6 bed group ol men telly/physically
handicapped persons. Responsibilities include
development and implementation ol programs,
stall development and »aining. working with
nursing, education and therapy departments lo
ensure quality care tor residents Previous
MR/DD experience and supervisory capabilities required. Interested persons should submit
resume with salary requirements to: Sunshine

CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA 5

mi

1234 N. Main St.
CAPTAMBON
farttWAMorfeSWl
•Oil I:I0,110, 5: 10, 7:10, ».M •
MR. SATURDAY NIGHT
■IHyCrraWl
PO-ll 1:20,4:40, 7U0,f;!> •

Children's Home. ATTN: S. Croii. H.F). Mgr..
7223 Maumee-Western Rd. Maumee. Ohio
43537.
GROUP HOME,RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST: Full and part time positions working with
montalry/prrysicalfy handicapped adults In a
group home setting. Must be at least 21 years
of age, have a valid drivers license and be able
to do occasional overnights. Base wage $624
and up depending on experience/education
Positions available in Lucas and Futon
counties. Submit resume or application to:
Sunshine Children's Home, 7223 MaumeeWestern Rd.. Maumee, OH 43537 Am: H.R.
Dept 865-0251 eat. 240.
NURSES AIDE/DIRECT CARE WORKER:
Part-time with fun time potential working in a
residential taolity lor mentally/physically handicapped persons Various shifts available and
must be able to work weekends aa required.
Ss-ongry prefer persons with previous experience. Base wage $5.38 and up depending on
experience/education Submit resume or application to: Sunshine Children's Home, 7223
Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee. OH 43537.
ATTN: H.R. Depl. 865-0251 Ext. 240.
MR/00 SUPPORTED LIVING SPECIALIST:
Ful time position working with mentaIry/physicaly disabled adults providing support
and training In the client's homes Candidate
must be at least 21 years ol age. have a valid
drivers license, own reliable vehicle, insurance.
be available tor weekends/evenings aa required. Previous experience in the MR/DO
field or related education preferred. Knowledge
of sign language helpful but wdl provide necessary training. Submit appi canon/resume to:
Sunshine Children's Home. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd . Maumee. Ohio 43537. Ann: H.R.
Mp/.E.O.E.
PHYSICAL THERAPIST/PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT: Full time (30 plus houra par
week with benefits) or part time position with
flexible hours including some weekends. Must
have appropnate degree and Ohio licenae or
Ohio license eligible. Negotiable salary baaed
on experience. Sunshine Childran'a Home la a
residential facility serving persons with mental/physical disabilities Facility provides a
therapeutic pool and aquatics equipment
Submit resume/application with salary requirements to: Sunshine Children's Home.
7223 Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee. OH
43537, Ann: S. Croll, Human Resources Manager.
Need consultants to show new knehen line al
home parties. Cookin' The American Way
offers excellent commissions. No investment,
free training. Gat started in 3-4 days. Phone
422-5129 for more info.
PICTURE PERFECT
PHOTO CUPPERS
Earn $75 to $125 per day. Work without presaure. Cal anytime. 1-80OO43-1345.
Sales Reps needed - good pay
Macintosh Operators needed - Latino Newspaper. Cal 1-800-484-4179. Ext. 9351. Send
resume lo 616 1/2 Adams St Toledo. OH
43804.
THE WAPAKONETA DAILY NEWS:
We are seeking a sales minded, goal oriented.
entiueiastic people person lo loin our awardwinning advertising staff For this entry level
position we ofler an established sales territory
with protected accounts, salary plus commission, benefits. 401K. To arrange an interview
please mail your resume and salary history to:
THE WAPAKONETA DAILY NEWS
8 Witiipe Street
Wapakoneta. Ohio 45885
Tutors needed: moat academic areaa; MAO
to $5.80 per hour; see |ob board at Student
Employmenl OHtoo.

FOR SALE
BAHAMAS TRIPS lor 2II
5 days/4 nights
Cruise paaaage, accomodations. morel
Great lor Christmaa/Spnng Break
Only $500111
Call John 353-1610
Black leerher bar with matching stools
$75 or best offer
Call 352 514 7
Brother WP 75 Word processor Practically
new. For more info call Mike al 288-2558
CHEAP! FBI/US SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
88 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES.
$100
65 MUSTANG
J8S
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE lnformason-24 Hour HotJne.
801-379-2929 Copyright aOHITKJC

HUS8AND*WrVtS
Woo*. AIU. Mio tore.

a loo.705.ejo

SNEAKERS
Hobert lUdlord. SUdiwy CoisV, Don Aykiord
•0-18 l:J0,4:»,7.O0.e;»

LiiToPMoHKAkli
DeaialDevU-it
t 100. 3:05,5:16.730. «-J5»

Free plane rides at the Wood County Airport on Tuesday, September 29.
Call Judi at 1-800-875-4341 to schedule your flight.

UNIVERSAL SOLDIER
Von Domm. A Oolph UinJgrv

1411 MAIN • BOWIIIG GHEEM

R 1:1$, JflO

•Shows will change Friday
•Lain snoivi In. & Sal. Only

• 10 PASSIS

MOVING BALE: Color TV. desk, stereo cabinet, stereo cassette player, 30 gallon fish lank
w/all accessories. Can 353-0681

FOR RENT
$100 off first month's rent Slop by the office la
see our beautiful and spacious wo bdrm fun*
shedumts. Must bring this ed tor great savings
py^lage Green Aoaxtmentt 364-3533.

